
Commissioning and the Building Operator
By Melissa Sokolowsky, BOC Training Manager

(Continued on page 2, see COMMISSIONING) 

You’ve likely heard the 
term “commissioning” 
used in any number of 
contexts. This term is 
often used as a catch-all 
for various scenarios, all 
relating to the process 
of ensuring a building 
or system is operating 
optimally in regard to  
its intended purpose.  
So, what exactly is  
commissioning, and  
how does it relate to you, 
the building operations 
professional?

ASHRAE Guideline 0, 
The Commissioning 
Process, defines commis-
sioning as “a quality-
oriented process for 
achieving, verifying, and 
documenting that the performance of  
facilities, systems, and assemblies meets 
defined objectives and criteria.”

All building operators have been touched  
by the commissioning process in their  
buildings (or the lack thereof, as is too often 
the case). Commissioning (commonly  
abbreviated as Cx) should be performed  
in any new construction, extending through  
all phases of a construction, renovation,  
or major retrofit project, from concept or 
pre-design through occupancy. Ideally,  

the future operators of a newly constructed 
or retrofitted project have input into the 
design process on some level, as they can 
offer a valuable perspective and help avoid 
unforeseen consequences of decision-
making that is uninformed by a practical, 
on-the-ground operational lens. And the 
commissioning process doesn’t stop with 
the completion of construction. Handing 
off appropriate training, documentation 
and tools for operators to understand how 
systems have been designed to operate and 
the ongoing maintenance required is crucial 

to successfully meeting  
the defined objectives  
of any facility or system 
long-term.

In the context of existing 
buildings, the term “com-
missioning” typically refers 
to one of two scenarios:

• Retro-commissioning,  
 where the process is  
 applied in an operating  
 building that has  
 never been properly  
 commissioned

• Recommissioning, where  
 the process is re-applied  
 to an operating building  
 that was previously  
 commissioned

Commissioning in existing buildings is  
commonly abbreviated as “EBCx” or  
“RCx”. This is an in-depth approach to  
create optimal system performance  
through investigation and analysis of  
building system operations, lead by a  
qualified commissioning provider. This  
process identifies opportunities for  
efficiency improvements to building  
operations. Once implemented, these  
improvements are maintained through  
training and documentation of efficient  
facility operating procedures.

A related process that is increasingly being 
implemented in buildings is “ongoing com-
missioning” or “monitoring-based commis-
sioning” (MBCx), which typically leverages 
Energy Management Information System 
(EMIS) technology and Fault Detection and 
Diagnostic (FDD) software to continuously 
commission the building automation sys-
tem’s control, sustaining optimal operation. 
According to Jeramy Bromley, Principal/ 
Senior Commissioning Professional at 
Keithly Barber Associates, the average cost 
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TAKE THE QUIZ!

You can earn 1.0 maintenance  
point towards your BOC  
credential renewal by  
taking a quiz on  
the material in  
this Feature Article.
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for monitoring-based commissioning is 
about $1.00/sq. ft. and has an estimated 
payback of 2.5 years. Of course, costs can 
range widely depending on the software 
chosen, the expected monitoring level,  
and the building systems' complexity.  
Some software uses predetermined rules, 
while others are much more customizable. 
The more customizable, the more time 
needed to set it up, which increases  
implementation costs for programming  
and testing. Jeramy also recommends  
vetting the rules before implementation, 
which can also add to the price. 

The graph shown on page 1 demonstrates 
the cost benefit of ongoing commissioning.

Most buildings can benefit from some form 
of commissioning, especially those that have 
never been commissioned or those in which 
systems are not operating properly, there 
has been an increase in utility bills and/or 
comfort complaints, or where there have 
been tenant improvements or changes of 
space use type.

EBCx often has a favorable payback result-
ing from a multitude of benefits, including 
energy cost savings, extended equipment 
life, improved operations and increased 
occupant comfort. Additionally, it provides 
an opportunity to remedy gaps in system 
documentation, streamlining facility profes-
sionals’ ability to address issues and perform 
necessary preventive maintenance. The 
EBCx process can also result in a record of 
improvements and deficiencies, which can 
serve as a roadmap for long-term planning 
of capital investments.

In addition to the many benefits inherently 
resulting from the EBCx process, many 
utilities offer additional incentives such as 
rebates and grants. For example, in Seattle, 
Washington, the local utility Seattle City 
Light has an Existing Building Commission-
ing Program designed to help customers 
who may be experiencing high energy use 
or unexplained spikes in consumption, 
abnormally high failure rates of equipment, 
persistent occupant comfort issues, or facili-
ties that have not been commissioned in 
the past five years. Typical projects result in 
7-20% energy savings, reduced operating 
and maintenance costs, greater occupant 
comfort, and increased building asset val-
ues. The City Light program offers customers 
multiple pathways to incentivize customers 
to improve existing equipment and systems, 
identify energy savings opportunities, and 
create better occupant environments. 

The Overlake Medical Center in Bellevue, 
Washington, is saving energy and money 
through an EBCx program and resulting 
grants through their local utility, Puget 
Sound Energy. By dialing back pump and 
fan speeds, adding occupancy sensors,  
fine tuning equipment schedules and set 
points, adjusting HVAC controls and fixing 
leaks, the facility has seen:

• 10% reduction in electricity  
consumption

• $150,000/year in energy costs  
savings

• 2,700,000 kWh saved

• 11,400 therms saved

• Investment payback in 1.4 years

These significant results have been  
achieved with no noticeable impact on 
patient and staff comfort and safety.  
More details and additional case studies 
demonstrating the value of EBCx can be 
found at pse.com/EBCx.

The EBCx process can be a useful tool  
for operators and should be considered  
on a regular basis. Many utilities and  
jurisdictions offer programs like the  
examples given that can make the  
process more efficient and cost effective  
for building owners, managers, and  
operators.

If you aren’t sure when your building was  
last commissioned, your building or a  
system has gone through a retrofit, or  
you notice systems that aren’t running  
properly orhigher than usual energy use/
bills, consider contacting your utility  
provider to see if EBCx programs are  
available. They may also be able to  
recommend qualified Cx professionals  
to assist. 

SHARE YOUR  
OPINION, LEARN 
ABOUT FINANCIAL 
INCENTIVES
The new year brings updated 
incentive rates, new measures to 
take advantage of, and ways to 
participate in our energy efficiency 
programs. Join City Light to learn 
about how you can make the most 
of the available incentives and take 
this opportunity to provide direct 
feedback on how offerings could 
improve. City Light staff will also 
discuss real project examples that 
utilize technologies centered on 
energy efficiency and electrification.

To learn more, visit our website or 

CLICK HERE

BOC FEATURE & QUIZ

Overlake Medical Center.

(COMMISSIONING, continued from page 1) 

https://www.theboc.info/continuing-education/newsletter-quizzes/winter-spring-2023/
https://www.pse.com/en/business-incentives/commissioning-programs/existing-building-commissioning?utm_source=direct&utm_medium=shorturl&utm_campaign=ee-bem-ebcx&sc_camp=558164E772D548FB83EE5A305BC5E624
http://seattle.gov/city-light/business-solutions/large-commercial-and-industrial-business-solutions
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INSTRUCTOR INTERVIEW

How did you become involved 
with building operations and  
energy management? 
I started my Mechanical Engineering career 
working on nuclear HVAC system design  
and system startup, including testing,  
adjusting and balancing. 90% of the work 
was onsite and provided remarkable field 
experience. After a couple years, I moved  
to the operating side at another nuclear 
plant as a HVAC system engineer. The  
system engineer is responsible for the  
design, operation and maintenance of  
critical HAVC systems. After several years,  
I also began training new engineers on  
these HVAC systems. In 1999, I moved from 
the nuclear side to the distribution side of 
the electric utility as an energy efficiency 
engineer, providing energy efficiency sup-
port to commercial and industrial utility 
customers

When and how did you hear 
about BOC?  
In 2002 the State of Illinois and the Midwest 
Energy Efficiency Alliance (MEEA) teamed 
up to offer the Building Operator Certifica-
tion program. My manager asked me if  
I would be interested in applying to be 
one of the instructors and I jumped at the 
chance.I applied and in 2003 was selected  
as one of the instructors for the first BOC 
series in the Midwest! 

What is your area of expertise  
in the field? 
I specialized in HVAC systems and all that 
is required to maintain and operated those 
systems efficiently. For me this required an 
understanding of the characteristics of the 

Q&A with BOC Instructor
mechanical components, the ability to read 
and trouble shoot mechanical and electrical 
systems and an understanding of how build-
ing control systems ensure that the HVAC 
systems operate as designed. Interestingly, 
as buildings have become tighter and better 
insulated, I have become much more aware 
of the operation of HVAC systems and their 
interface with the building envelope.  

Do you think attitudes towards 
energy efficiency have evolved in 
your industry? If so, how? 
I think the most significant changes in 
the approach to energy efficiency in the 
commercial building market is the recogni-
tion that efficiency and its relationship to 
demonstrating environmental stewardship 
can directly impact the attractiveness of one 
building over another when customers are 
evaluating expanding or relocation. New 
government tax credits will also begin to  
increase the speed at which energy  
efficiency measure are implemented. 

What is your favorite BOC class 
and curriculum to teach?
The classes I teach the most often require 
the least amount of preparation but I think 
that classes I teach less often are challenging 
in a positive sense because I need to spend 
more time preparing and I am more likely to 
learn something new while I am preparing. 
That said the best classes to teach are the 
ones in which there are lots of good discus-
sions and questions. 

What do you see as the greatest 
challenge to facilities operations 
and maintenance in your particu-
lar field or to facilities manage-
ment in general?
Summarizing the feedback from the classes 
I have taught, it continues to be a challenge 
to get the resources to shift away from  
reactive maintenance.

As we transition back to in-person 
classes, how do you compare 
virtual and in-person trainings? 
Which do you prefer?
I prefer in-person training because of the  
dynamic interaction that occurs when  
people are together. I can also tell much 
more quickly if one or more people in the 
class are confused/disagree with a given 
topic. Some of the best class discussion  
I have seen are ones that started while  

Bill Burns

clarifying a topic or walking through a  
difference in understanding and those  
happen more often in person. 

While there are many benefits to in-person 
classes, there are benefits to virtual classes 
that in-person classes cannot offer including 
eliminating travel to a central location. The 
downside of virtual classes is if you are at 
work, you are more likely to be pulled away 
from the class. Perhaps the biggest benefit 
to virtual is that it can reach people who 
might not otherwise take the class because 
traveling constraints or the inability to  
dedicate a whole day to a class. 

You have taught several pilots  
for BOC in the past couple of 
years (BOP & Multifamily).  
Please describe your experience 
teaching BOC for new audiences.  
What have you liked about it  
and what were the biggest  
challenges?
The Multifamily BOC series is a variation of the 
standard BOC series with more focus in each 
class on Multifamily specific applications/ 
challenges. The two Multifamily audiences  
I taught were generally similar to other BOC 
classes. The biggest difference is they rarely 
have much if any control or responsibility for 
the energy usage within the residential units 
which creates a challenge  
when trying to 
improve overall 
building energy 
performance. 

The Building 
Operator Pathway 
(BOP) is a two-year 
program that starts 
with HS in their  
junior year. The students earn college credit 
for the classes and in addition to the class 
work they are actually working on the equip-
ment that we discuss in class with their school’s 
facility managers. It was a joy to be teaching  
in a class setting, albeit online, where the  
students were seeing the building HVAC for 
the first time and to see the remarkable  
mentoring that the facility mangers were 
providing both during the classes and hearing 
about what they had done on their HVAC  
systems each week. This program has remark-
able potential to start the training of a new  
generation of building operators/managers. 
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https://www.boccentral.org/multifamily
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BOC Grads Making a Difference
people. Working for (& with) the Selig family 
is wonderful. They are a lovely family and 
genuinely care about you as a person. Aside 
from having a personal connection with my 
employer, another favorite thing about my 
job is the opportunity I have been given to 
continue to challenge myself.

What energy savings project  
have you completed since you 
completed the BOC training?
During the BOC training I was involved in 
the first cycle of the City of Seattle Building 
Tune-ups. We worked with Seattle City Light 
(SCL) on a handful of incentives for install-
ing VSDs on a couple of our cooling towers. 
On another larger incentive with SCL, we 
installed two-way valves on 400 heat pumps 
and replaced a pump station at one of our 
high-rise buildings. Once I received my  
BOC II certification in 2021, I was able to 
complete my first tune-up as a qualified 
person. Saving energy is not a new thing 
here at MSRE. 

We are always monitoring the electricity 
and water consumption to identify abnor-
mal usage, thinking about where we can 
benefit from upgrading lighting or adding 
occupancy sensors, upgrading plumbing 
fixtures where appropriate. Small steps can 
turn into large savings and although there is 
always another large energy savings project 
to consider, we are always doing what we 
can to save energy in the day to day as well. 
Our portfolio is an example of that with high 
Energy Star scores and low EUI’s.

Why have you chosen this project?
We typically base our decision for any 
particular energy savings project on which 
buildings will benefit the most from them. 
Having our utility provider offering incentives 
that line up with those projects is definitely 
an added bonus. For the 4th & Blanchard 
pumps, in addition to them being an original 
design, going to a multi-stage pumping  
system is more efficient and necessary for 
the particular solenoid valves that were 
installed on the heat pumps.

When was your project started 
and completed?
The VSDs were installed on the cooling  
towers at our 3101 Western & 300 Elliott  
Avenue buildings. Both completed in 2020. 
The HP valve and pump station replacement 
was completed at our 4th & Blanchard  
building at the end of 2021.

BOC I Burlington, WA in 2019  
BOC II via Zoom, Seattle 2020-21

Why did you take the BOC training?
My role at my job has evolved over the 
years. I started in the Operations Depart-
ment where I spent about 12 years. We do 
everything in-house so I was able to learn a 
lot about building management from office 
to field staff. This was my first “real” job 
starting at 19 years old having little office 
experience outside of TA’ing for my father 
when I was in high school. Ha! I transitioned 
out of the Operations role into our New 
Construction Dept where I spent about 4 
years as a Project Assistant.During my time 
in this role I assisted our in-house Architects, 
MEP Engineers, Construction & Entitlement 
Consultants from the permitting phase all 
the way to Certificate of Occupancy for 3 
complete projects and 2 partial. 

The City of Seattle’s Building Tune-up was 
introduced and our Energy Management 
Dept was born. With my background and 
understanding of the nuances within our 
older and newer buildings in conjunction 
with a general awareness and love of the 
planet, saving energy sounded exciting. I 
was approached about this new role and 
jumped at the opportunity to expand my 
knowledge within the company. Learning 
new things is exciting and challenging and 
that is a good way of putting my current 
position.

Where do you work currently  
and what is your favorite thing 
about your job?
I work at Martin Selig Real Estate and have 
been here for 20 years. I would say that  
I don’t really have one favorite thing about  
my job, we get our work done and have  
a good time doing it. There is always  
encouragement and support to expand  
your knowledge. I have been lucky to have 
worked with some of the smartest, kindest 

Sara Dawkins

Have you faced any barriers or 
had to overcome any challenges?
The biggest challenge for myself would be 
the learning curve. The City of Seattle and 
state of Washington seem to keep coming 
out with new initiatives. Staying updated 
and preparing for those compliance dates 
can be intimidating.

Did your employer encourage 
BOC training?
Yes, the BOC II credential is a qualification 
recognized to complete Tune-up reports so 
this training was a great option for me. Having 
no college background or professional 
training experience I was a bit apprehensive. 
I felt like a fish out of water being in the 
classes at first given most of the group  
had years of hands on mechanical training.  
Almost everyone seemed to know the  
material being thrown at us or at least have 
a general understanding. I on the other 
hand, learned a lot! Having the support  
of my employer and folks here with the 
knowledge I could bounce questions off  
of helped for sure.

Four new 30 HP variable speed pumps are  
controlled by a differential pressure sensor.  
The number of CDW pumps operating and  
their speed will adjust to match the actual  
heating/cooling demand.

BOC GRADS (Continued on page 5)
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Currently I am assisting stakeholders identify 
and evaluate opportunities to optimize 
building performance for existing commercial 
facilities. I have a background in residential 
energy auditing having completed over 
1,000 audits and since completed 400+ 
commercial energy assessments.

Where do you work currently, 
what do you do, and what is your 
favorite thing about your job?
I am with the Energy Smart program in  
St. Paul, Minnesota. This is a consulting  
role, so I enjoy working with different  
stakeholders, addressing their unique  
goals and working across an array of tech-
nologies found in a commercial + industrial 
setting. This keeps the day-to-day one of  
a kind and dynamic.

In what ways has the BOC  
program helped/influenced  
you in your position?
Having attended the BOC program relatively 
early in my career doing commercial energy 
efficiency assessments, the BOC coursework 
pulled the curtain back for me, to see how 
facility managers engage and implement 
best practices to operations and mainte-
nance. It allowed me to jump start my  
understanding and expertise within the 
industry to credibly make recommendations. 

Is there a specific job/project 
you've worked on with a client 
that made a big impact or really 
stands out in your mind?
Lots of fun projects over the years, though 
it's the larger applications and HVAC  
overhauls that present significant opportu-
nity to design for the future and incorporate 
components to optimize performance.  
A participant was replacing a steam boiler 
which presented the opportunity to upgrade 
the combustion efficiency and thermal  
efficiency by incorporating controls such  
as selecting turbulator tubes and increased 
the tube pass count from 2 to 3, install 
modulating burners, stack damper and  
upon commissioning the install, a survey  
of the steam traps was completed to  
ensure functionality. The cherry on top  
was upgrading the pneumatic controls  
to electric direct digital controls and  
incorporated the system into a centralized 
building automation system.

Are there any tips you would  
give to building operators looking 
to make and fund improvements?
My perspective on making capital invest-
ment improvements, is that you can't afford 
to not invest in high efficiency solutions. 
There are amazing technologies across light-
ing, HVAC and building automation controls 
that can optimize building performance and 
reduce maintenance. 

• Create a maintenance schedule and  
itemized schedule for existing equipment  
and runtimes.

• Consult an expert to identify energy 
efficiency opportunities. They should 
create a schedule to prioritize behav-
ioral adjustments with instant pay back 
to projects with longer return on invest-
ment. Benchmark existing energy use  
to understand how energy and power 
are being used on site to steer the  
conversation with decision makers 
about next steps and actionable  
project implementation. 

How did the BOC training  
influence the decision to do  
an energy efficient project?
It didn’t really influence any decision  
per say but gave me the confidence to  
immerse myself into the ongoing projects 
that were taking place. The BOC training 
was so comprehensive, I reference the  
material and all I learned often.   

Please add anything else  
that you think is relevant.
All of the instructors were so wonderful.  
You can tell they truly enjoy what they do 
and they make the learning process flow 
nicely. If you are considering taking the 
course but feel like you would be out of  
your comfort zone I would say go for it. 
You won’t regret it and you might even 
surprise yourself with what you are capable 
of accomplishing.

BOC GRADS (Continued from page 4) • Leverage rebates, grant awards and  
financing to offset the upfront expense 
and re-invest the cost savings into  
your next operations and maintenance 
project. 

A few things to keep in mind 
while evaluating your next  
capital investment - 
• The cost of energy is increasing, so pur-

chase the highest efficiency equipment 
you can afford. The cost to operate the 
equipment over its lifetime will far exceed 
the one-time up-front expense.

• This equipment will likely be operational 
in your facility for the next 20+ years, 
invest for the next generation of the 
facility's performance, leveraging incen-
tives such as rebates, grant awards and 
tax breaks to make your high efficiency 
project as cost competitive as standard 
efficiency equipment. 

What are the benefits of a busi-
ness consulting someone like  
you when considering projects?
Working with a third party provides  
unbiased recommendations avoiding  
sales pressure to rush into a project. Third 
party consultants should remain vendor  
neutral to avoid preselected contractor or 
force proprietary equipment in your facility.  

Kevin Zickert 
Program Coordinator – Energy Smart

Attended BOC Level 1 summer of 2019 and  
attained the credential that Fall (Minneapolis, MN).

https://www.theboc.info/
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THE ASSOCIATION WAS FORMED in 
1996, when Paul Liberto with San Diego 
Gas & Electric and a local Chief Engineer, 
Steve Denny filed the official documenta-
tion for the San Diego Building Engineers 
Association. It was an exciting accom-
plishment to recently celebrate our 25th 
anniversary. The mission of SDBEA is to 
provide educational opportunities, a net-
work for Building Engineers to share infor-
mation, a forum for social interaction with 
minimum solicitation of products/services, 
and to support such public services, civic 
or humanitarian projects. The above can 
be accomplished by utilizing the expertise, 
skills, and other resources of the SDBEA 
and its constituency. SDBEA consists of 
more than 50 Allied Members and Compa-
ny Sponsors (Climatec, SDME, Paramount, 
ABM, Barrett, Countywide Mechanical, 
SI Testing, Western Fire, VEPS, Siemens, 
ADT, Albireo Energy, Bay City Electric, 
Western Specialty Contractors, Yardi, HCI, 
Hawthorne Cat, Emcor, Bill Howe, Jackson 
& Blanc, MBO, Earp Insulation, GSH, 
J&M Keystone Green Clean, Automated 
Controls, Regency Lighting, TRL, Paragon 
Services, and A.O. Reed)  with representa-
tives of these companies reaching almost 
75 people. SDBEA also has more than 
125 Building Engineer Trade Members 
currently active and attending in person 
classes and association sponsored events. 
These engineers work for such companies 
as The Irvine Company, Paragon Engineer-
ing Services, ABM, JLL, Albireo, Cushman 
& Wakefield, and more.

Melanie Danuser, Director  
of the BOC program,  
recently sat down with  
Ray Trent, SDBEA’s  
current President, to  
learn more about the  
history of his involvement  
with the partnership. 

How did you and your company 
first hear about the BOC  
program?
In 2003, National University was holding the 
training for the Building Operator Certifica-
tion, this was prior to NEEC’s partnership 
with our local utility SDG&E and SoCalGas 
which really took shape in 2005. National 
University reached out to several companies 
and organizations looking for support. One 
of those companies was Elm Street Engi-
neering and one of those organizations was 
SDBEA. At the time, I was an up-and-coming 
building engineer with only 3 years’ experi-
ence and running a 200,000 square foot class 
A commercial office building and was in 
need of trade specific training. This was an 
excellent educational opportunity and way 
to enhance my skillset. Back then, an Official 
Certification Application was required to be 
accepted into the program. The applica-
tion was submitted by Shannon Herber and 
James Ford, then with Burnham Real Estate 
on my behalf, and I was promptly approved. 
Since that time, I have completed the BOC 
I and BOC II trainings, and encouraged 
dozens of others to do the same. 

How did you become involved 
with energy efficiency initiatives?
Our partnership with NEEC, SDG&E, and 
the Energy Innovation Center prompted 
our involvement, fostered our interests, and 
encouraged our association, our members, 
and our local building owners and manag-
ers goals for energy efficiency initiatives and 
upgrades in San Diego County.  This led our 
constituents to spearhead initiatives such as 
Energy Star Benchmarking, LEED Accredita-
tion, and Title 24 Compliance.  

How do you go about promoting 
the training to your association 
members?
SDBEA generates and distributes flyers that 
are shared via Constant Contact and sent to 
all Trade Members. Our members also share 

The Building Operator Certification program is proud to highlight our work  
with the San Diego Building Engineers Association (SDBEA). 

their experiences with the training and how 
it benefits them and their facilities.

Do SDBEA members use BOC 
training to meet local or state 
building performance standards?
SDBEA members use the knowledge gained 
from BOC to educate property owners, 
property managers, and fellow engineers. 
This shared knowledge plays a role in fund-
ing projects to meet or exceed state and/or 
local performance standards, more specifically 
Title 24 Compliance.

Building operators are responsible for vital 
tasks related to the buildings they work in. 
They ensure the comfort, productivity and 
safety of the building occupants and help 
building owners manage operational costs 
related to efficiency, equipment mainte-
nance, and capital investment. SDBEA 
members enjoy the benefit of membership 
in the association, including:

• Exclusive online access to the  
SDBEA website

• Free member trainings from leading 
professionals

• Direct access to industry leaders  
and decision makers

• Learn about state-of-the-art industry 
related technologies

• Resources for developing resumes  
and interviewing skills

• Behind the scenes tours of historical 
sites and latest developments

• Stay up to date on compliance  
and regulation standards and  
guidelines

• Scholarships for accredited classes  
available for board approved  
members

SDBEA (Continued on page 7)Ray Trent
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reduced costs passed through and reliabil-
ity of Mechanical, Electrical, and Plumbing 
systems that receive better, more informed 
maintenance. 

Any planned energy savings  
project for the future?
Yes absolutely, our clients are retrofitting 
and developing sites that incorporate a 
variety of energy management systems 
including lighting, mechanical, co-gen,  
and water reclamation. BMS changes aimed 
at efficiency are an ongoing project across 
the 60+ building in my portfolio. 

Thank you for this opportunity to discuss  
my experience with the BOC. We have  
encouraged our entire team to take  
advantage of this training and the support 
offered by the SDBEA. It has elevated our 
team in the eyes of our clients and contrib-
uted to our continued success.  

LEED GA, , BOC II

Why (and when) did you take  
the BOC training? 
I took the BOC II course in 2017 to take 
advantage of a training opportunity that 
was offered through the San Diego Building 
Engineers Association. 

What is your work background? 
Years in the field?  
I started working as a Building Engineer in 
1994 for a private medical school. I moved 
on to work in tech/facility services contract-
ing domestically and abroad. I have worked 
as an Assistant Chief in a non-profit and 
a Mechanical Lead Tech contracting on 
military bases. Most recently I have been 
with ABM serving a primary client in the Life 
Sciences real estate management industry. 

Shawn Whisman

ABM 
BOC I , BOC II, CBO

Why (and when) did you take  
the BOC training?  
I started my BOC training in 2017 under the 
direction of Shawn Whisman. After complet-
ing the first BOC and taking the certification 
exam I went on to take BOC 2 as well.

What is your work background? 
Years in the field?  
I started in construction around 2000 and 
worked for several general contractors 
doing both residential and commercial 
construction. I also operated a small house 
painting and handyman company but  
during the housing bubble collapse in 2007 
most of my clientele dried up. Between 
2007 and 2013 I stayed in construction and 
worked on a few turnkey projects like the 
Smart Meter retrofit of San Diego. In 2013  
I took a position as chief engineer at a newly 
opening Resort Hotel, Pier South Resort. 

Kevin Natalia

SDBEA GRADS (Continued on page 8)

Conclusion:
Strong partnerships are central to  
the success of any program. By 
working together, the San Diego 
Building Engineers Association and 
BOC program bring valuable train-
ing to the SDBEA members and their 
member participation gives the BOC 
program the attendance it needs 
to continue offering and improving 
training. San Diego Gas and Electric’s 
support of the training is also integral 
to its success. SDG&E supports its 
customers by subsidizing tuition for 
courses; offering complimentary seats 
in continuing education webinars;  
and working to offer training to  
those in historically disadvantaged 
communities. 

SDBEA (Continued from page 6)

GRADS

Aside from a short time worked as a federal 
employee; I have 28 years in the industry. 

How did SDBEA support your 
pursuit of BOC training?
SDBEA brought the BOC courses to our 
group and funded a significant portion of 
the cost through a scholarship. 

Have you implemented an  
energy savings project? What  
are the details?
We performed in-house LED lighting  
retrofits at several client buildings taking  
advantage of local energy provider  
programs presented and detailed in  
the BOC II course. 

What is the overall square  
footage of your facility?
One main site in this portfolio that received 
an energy upgrade was 105,000sq ft. 

Do you have savings numbers  
for your project?
Savings numbers were not tracked by this 
client, however the near 24/7 nature of most 
of the lighting affected went from 40 watts 
per lamp to about 8 watts spread over 1,000 
fixtures. The additional savings from reduced 
maintenance costs and the recycling old-
style florescent lamps and ballasts was a 
paradigm shift in operations for the site.  
The reduced heat load of running LED’s vs. 
old-style conventional was another uncalcu-
lated savings. 

Were you able to work with your 
utility company on any rebates? 
Yes, in fact we received the bulk of the 
materials at nearly no cost after completing 
installation and passing an inspection by  
the utility provider. 

Any observations about the  
program or the difference it  
made in a) your working  
environment, and b) what  
changes facility occupants see?
This course has separated my experience 
from others in the industry by adding to my 
knowledge base in an evolving industry. 
Pay raise and promotion opportunities as 
well as client retention have been positively 
impacted by the BOC training. (a) Beyond 
the previously outlined improvements made 
in lighting operations and the associated 
waste stream impact; BOC improved my un-
derstanding and usage of Building/Energy 
Management Systems and allowed quick 
responses to energy demand challenges 
faced by our clients. (b) The occupants see 
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I cut my building engineering teeth there 
developing the maintenance program from 
the ground up. After three years at the Hotel 
I was recruited by ABM to manage a small 
biotech “Incubator” building in Mission Bay. 
I am still there.

How did SDBEA support your 
pursuit of BOC training?
I was introduced to the SDBEA through my 
chief engineer at San Diego Science Center. 
I became a trades member and then applied 
to BOC through their scholarship program.

Have you implemented an  
energy savings project? 
Yes shortly after the BOC1 I did an audit of 
the San Diego Science Center (also part  
of the class) and developed an in house  
program to do a efficiency retrofit. 

What are the details?  
We started with a lighting retrofit. In 
conjunction with our lighting vendor and 
SDG&E ‘s LED rebate program we were  
able to retrofit the entire building in house, 
with a cost savings of roughly $200,000 
(based of budget forecast). We utilized all 
the SDG&E incentives and also in conjunc-
tion with our Mechanical Contractor, retrofit-
ted all five of our air-handlers with fan arrays. 

What is the overall square  
footage of your facility? 
Originally it was 105,000 sq ft. Now as   
chief, I manage about 1 million.

Were you able to work with your 
utility company on any rebates? 
Yes we worked with SDG&E and Wildan to 
access all the rebates for replacing lighting 
and HVAC equipment.

How did your BOC training help 
your career and or facility? 
The BOC definitely accelerated my career. 
I would say especially after completing the 
first BOC course my overall confidence and 
insights into building operation were greatly 
improved. 

Any observations about the  
program or the difference it  
made in a) your working  
environment, and b) what  
changes facility occupants see? 
I think on a whole the BOC program itself 
was a very thorough overview of how build-
ings operate, including good management 
practices and understating how to optimize 
them. I utilized the BOC training very quick-
ly. During each course I would make notes 
on how to apply this to the building I was 
currently operating and after I completed 
the course I would begin to implement them 
as best I could. I was thanked immediately 
by some of the tenants when we changed 
the fluorescent bulbs to LEDs and increased 
the brightness of the facility a mere 200 
lums. Everyone was simply happier. This 
small change probably had the biggest 
observable impact, while the overall cost of 
building operations was diminished by this 
project and the other efficiency projects.  
I think, as it was stated in class, adding a 
little light in the office had a huge impact  
on the happiness of the tenants.

Any planned energy savings  
project for the future? 
After the BOC every building I manage or 
visit is viewed through the conservation lens. 
So yes I am always looking at how to make  
a building more efficient.

BILL BURNS (Continued from page 3)

How do you wish to see the BOC 
program expand? (For example,  
any new curricula to add? Or new 
audience members to market to?)
The BOP program would be a remarkable  
offering but it is one that has a lot of  
complexity because you would be working  
with one or more High School districts as  
well as a community college. This program  
or some variation that is reaching HS  
students is perhaps the most impactful  
program BOC could offer. 

Do you have any best practices  
or tips you’d like to share?
The best tip I have is to be curious. Those  
who are curious are always seeking to  
understand how things work. We should  
always keep our 2-year-old self present  
to ask why. This to me is one of the most  
critical characteristics of a life-long learner. 

How do you like to spend freetime?
A significant amount of my free time is spent 
on renovations but with the world getting 
back to a semblance of normalcy, I am looking 
forward to some travel outside the US.

Find heat pump 
incentives and more.

CapeLightCompact.org

INCENTIVES 
AND SUPPORT FOR 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
IMPROVEMENTS
TO BUILDINGS ON 
CAPE COD  AND 
MARTHA'S VINEYARD

Proud Sponsor of

SDBEA GRADS (Continued on from page 7)

https://www.capelightcompact.org/energy_efficiency/
https://www.idahopower.com/energy-environment/ways-to-save/savings-for-your-business/
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A Closer Look at the Non-Energy Benefits of Very  
High Efficiency Dedicated Outdoor Air Systems

Very high efficiency dedicated outdoor air 
systems (very high efficiency DOAS) are a 
proven solution for reducing energy con-
sumption as they optimize the control and 
functionality of ventilation and thermal com-
fort independently. This very high efficiency 
approach is comprised of four key elements: 
high efficiency heat/energy recovery ventila-
tor (HRV/ERV), a high-performance electric 
heat pump system that meets or exceeds 
current ENERGY STAR® minimum efficiency 
requirements, fully decoupled ventilation 
from the heating and cooling equipment, 
and a right-sized heating and cooling 
system.

Addressing the heating and cooling needs 
of a building, and applying best practices 
in design on a project-by-project basis, en-
ables maximum performance and substan-
tial energy savings. But did you know there 
are non-energy benefits of applying this 
approach to HVAC in commercial buildings 
that are also important?

NON-ENERGY BENEFITS OF A  
VERY HIGH EFFICIENCY DOAS 
SYSTEM

• Circulates 100% filtered, fresh outdoor 
air, which helps minimize the recircula-
tion and introduction of contaminated 
particles that spread viruses and other 
toxins throughout the building —  
including during periods of poor  
outdoor air quality.

• Allows for right-sized equipment, 
since building designers can downsize/
right-size the heating and cooling system 
given it no longer needs to work as hard 
to keep occupants comfortable. This 
increases system performance, saves 
space on the roof, and offers building 
designers enhanced design flexibility.

• Creates year round, comfortable 
indoor temperatures that foster  
occupant happiness and tenant health. 
Decoupling ventilation air from primary 
heating and cooling air increases occu-
pant comfort by improving temperature 
stability and allows for zones with unique 
temperature controls. This can help  
retain long-standing tenants, drive 
higher occupancy rates, and improve 
building marketability.

• Helps meet requirements for green 
building certifications such as Lead-
ership in Energy and Environmental 
Desig (LEED), which recognizes profi-
ciency in sustainable design, construc-
tion, and operations standards. These 
certifications are proven to result in 
rent premiums of 6% and sales premi-
ums of 7.6%. [1]

• Reduces system and maintenance 
costs, as well as the lifetime cost of 
the system due to downsized/right-
sized equipment and less run time.

• Helps achieve sustainability goals by 
providing an ideal, all-electric HVAC 
system. This can be highly marketable, 
especially when attracting occupants 
who value sustainability and environ-
mental awareness.

Northwest-based installations have revealed 
some ideal project and building types that 
can benefit from this approach, including 
small-to-medium sized buildings (less than 
50,000 sq. ft.), new construction and major 
renovations, and several building types, 
including schools, retail, government, and 
office buildings.

[1] Source: World Economic Forum

This is a reprint of the January 17, 2023  
BetterBricks article. To learn more about the 
benefits of a very high efficiency DOAS from 
these other resources on BetterBricks:  

https://betterbricks.com/blog/a-closer-look-at-the-non-energy-benefits-of-very-high-efficiency-dedicated-outdoor-air-systems
https://www.mytpu.org/ways-to-save/business-rebates/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/01/green-real-estate-sustainability-corporate-priority/#:~:text=Studies%20on%20the%20value%20of,environment%20and%20green%20real%20estate
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Are you a  
Current  
Credential  
Holder?
Twice a year, current  
credential-holders may  
enter a drawing to win.

Our next drawing for a  
$25 Amazon gift card  
is April 12, 2023. 

Congratulations to our  
winner of our September 
2022 drawing!

Enter to win:

WIN FREE STUFF!Technology Changes Quickly  
ORGANIZATIONS CHANGE SLOWLY

Digital transformation (DT) has been an ongoing phenomenon for over a decade, 
but it took the COVID-19 pandemic to catapult many organizations into a digital-
first world. With an overwhelming range of digital opportunities, where do you 
start? IFMA’s newly released white paper summarizes findings from their 2022  
Executive Summit. It outlines critical DT trends shaping the business community 
and the implications for FM, highlights how DT impacts knowledge/skills  
development and transfer, and provides recommendations for navigating DT.

https://sbxconference.org/
https://sbxconference.org/
https://sbxconference.org/
https://ifma.foleon.com/white-paper/digital-transformation/table-of-contents
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QHG3GMS
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https://www.ifma.org/membership/membership-overview/
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Exam Preparation  
Webinars 
The BOC program offers a variety of resources 
to help you prepare for the Certification 
Exam and achieve the designation of Certi-
fied Building Operator. Visit our website for 
the full complement of resources, including 
resource guides, a test taking tips webcast, 
and information on purchasing updated 
class materials. We also offer a series of four 
recorded webinars to help you prepare for 
the BOC Certification Exam. Each session 
focuses on a critical work function from 
the exam blueprint.

These are the four webinars, the price is 
$59 for a single webinar and $199 for  
the series of 4.

• Maintain Energy Using Building  
Systems, Equipment & Envelope  
to Minimize Energy Use. Overview of  
materials related to performing preventive 
& predictive maintenance; trouble-
shooting system & equipment problems 
& performing diagnostic testing;  
documenting equipment maintenance.

• Operate Energy Using Systems  
for High Performance. Learn more 
about what the exam covers related to 
equipment settings & system control 
points; measuring & monitoring energy 
performance; and sustaining energy  
performance.

• Perform Technical and Administrative 
Duties. Brush up on what you will need 
to know about maintaining records & 
reports, communicating with manage-
ment, co-workers and occupants, and 
understanding building codes.

• Maintain Indoor Environmental  
Quality to Standards. This session  
will review information related to:  
measuring and monitoring IEQ  
parameters; IEQ issues; and developing 
and implementing an IEQ plan.

 Exam Prep Bundle 

 We also offer an Exam Prep  
Bundle that includes the 4 webinars,  
7 handbooks and 8 practice tests  
for $399.

Technical Webinars
The Smart Buildings Center (SBC) offers  
live instructional webinars throughout  
the year to keep facilities professionals 
informed on the latest best practices, trends, 
and technologies that will help them save 
energy and run their facilities at optimal 
efficiency. During the 2023 webinar series, 
industry experts will share insights on the 
electrification transformation, heat pumps 
& variable refrigerant flow systems, building 
envelope performance, advanced lighting 
technology, distributed energy resources, 
and digital twin technology. BOC credential 
holders earn 1.5 points per webinar toward 
the maintenance of their BOC credential 
by attending a webinar and completing the 
accompanying quiz.

BOC Technical Webinar  
2023 Schedule

 • February 22, 2023
  The Electrification Transformation 

 • March 22, 2023
  Benefits of Heat Pumps & Variable  

 Refrigerant Flow Systems

 • April 19, 2023
  Improving Building Envelope  

 Performance

 • May 17, 2023
  Achieving Savings with Advanced   

 Lighting Technology

 • September 20, 2023
  Distributed Energy Resources &  

 Resiliency

 • October 18, 2023
  Opportunities to Optimize Performance  

 through Digital Twin Technology

 Live webinars are held from 2pm to  
3pm EST and once held are available 
online at our webinar library. Check  
out the BOC website for details.  
And remember, BOC graduates  
who maintain their credential receive  
a 20% discount on the BOC  
webinar series. 

FOR MORE  
INFORMATION:  

BOC Informational Webcast 
– Wednesday, February, 22, 2023 
– Wednesday, August, 2, 2023 
 8:30AM PST  •  11:30AM EST
Learn more about the BOC program,  
credential structure, and how the program 
can benefit your career and organization.

TO REGISTER:

BOC TRAINING, ANNOUNCEMENTS & CONTINUING EDUCATION

Complete Your BOC  
Credential Maintenance 
Now!
The BOC’s credential maintenance season 
is happening now. We have notified our 
active graduates of their options to renew 
credentials, so check your US mail and email 
inboxes for information! You can also refer 
to the BOC website to renew your credential 
in just a few easy steps.

To maintain your BOC credential, gradu-
ates must accumulate maintenance points 
each year following a full calendar year 
after they’ve earned their credential. Level I 
maintenance requires five points each year 
and Level II requires ten. If you have earned 
your Certification, it auto renews when you 
maintain your training certificate. Points may 
be earned as follows: 

• Continued employment in building 
operations – 2 points/year 

• Continuing education in building  
operations – 1 point per hour of  
classroom time

• Energy efficiency projects completed  
at your facility – Up to 11 points/year

• Membership in a building operations 
association – 1 point/year

• Offices held in membership associations 
– 2 points/year

• Awards received for efficient building 
operations – 2 points/award

• BOC newsletter tech article or blog quiz 
(see page two for details) – 1 point/
passed quiz

• Completion of an energy consumption 
benchmark for the previous twelve-
month period using ENERGY STAR 
Portfolio Manager or alternative energy 
accounting tool – 3 points/year

• Enrollment in a BOC webinar and 
completion of its quiz (See webinar  
announcement details on page 7)  
– 1.5 points/passed quiz

• Attendance at a facilities trade show  
 – 1 point/year

Use our HELP Desk (1-877-850-4793), 
whose knowledgeable staff can address 
questions and assist with the maintenance 
application. The deadline for application 
submission is March 31, 2023. 

http://www.theboc.info/certifications/exam/
http://www.theboc.info/certifications/exam/
http://www.theboc.info/certifications/exam/
https://www.theboc.info/certifications/exam/preparing-for-exam/
https://www.theboc.info/continuing-education/webinars/
https://www.theboc.info/free-recorded-webinar/
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For a complete list of FM tradeshows around the country, visit the BOC website at www.theBOC.info 
and go to the Continuing Education tab and click on Tradeshows.

International Facility  
Management Association  
(IFMA) Facilities Fusion
April 11-13, 2023
San Francisco, CA
MORE INFO: facilityfusion.ifma.org

Oregon School Facilities  
Management Association  
(OSFMA) Annual Conference
April 19-20, 2023
Albany, OR
MORE INFO: www.osfma.org

Washington State Society for 
Healthcare Engineering (WSSHE) 
Spring Conference
April 19-21, 2023
Lake Chelan, WA
MORE INFO: wsshe.org

Efficiency Exchange 2023  
Conference
May 2-3, 2023
Virtual Experience
MORE INFO: https://neea.org/get-involved/
efficiency-exchange-conference  

Northwest Facilities Expo
May 10-11, 2023
Portland, OR
MORE INFO: www.fenw.facilitiesexpo.com

Oregon Society for Healthcare 
Engineering (OSHE) Spring  
Conference
May 17-19, 2023
Bend, OR
MORE INFO: oshe.us

SUSTAINABLE FACILITIES FORUM
May 18, 2023
Sacramento, CA
MORE INFO: green-technology.org/sff/ 

Building Owners & Managers  
Association (BOMA)  
International Conference
June 24-27, 2023
Kansas City, MO
MORE INFO: www.bomaconvention.org 

American Council for an  
Energy Efficiaent (ACEEE)  
Summer Study
July 11-13, 2023
Detroit, MI
MORE INFO: www.aceee.org

Smart Building Exchange+
August 15-17, 2023
Virtual & in-person (Seattle, WA)
MORE INFO: sbxconference.org

Oregon Society for Healthcare 
Engineering (OSHE) Fall  
Conference
September 20-22, 2023
Gleneden Beach, OR
MORE INFO: oshe.us

Washington Society for  
Healthcare Engineering  
(WSSHE) Fall Conference
September 26-29, 2023
Spokane, WA
MORE INFO: wsshe.org

US Green Build Council (USGBC) 
Conference
September 26-29, 2023
Washington, DC
MORE INFO: www.greenbuildexpo.com

Glenden Beach, OR

Baltimore, MD

Portland, OR

Central Valley Facilities Expo
March 15-16, 2023
Modesto, CA
MORE INFO: www.fecv.facilitiesexpo.com

Powerful Facility Energy  
Conference +
March 16, 2023
Lynnwood, WA
MORE INFO: www.electricleague.net/pfec.php

National Facilities Management  
& Technology (NFMT) Conf.
March 21-23, 2023
Baltimore, MD
MORE INFO: www.nfmt.com

BuildingEnergy Boston
March 28-29, 2023
Boston, MA
MORE INFO: nesea.org/bebos23 

Association of Energy Engineers 
(AEE) West Energy Conference
March 29-30, 2023
Long Beach, CA
MORE INFO: west.aeecenter.org

Southern California Facilities Expo
April 5-6, 2023
Anaheim, CA
MORE INFO: www.fesc.facilitiesexpo.com

Spokane Facilities Maintenance 
Expo
April 6, 2023
Spokane, WA
MORE INFO: https://www.facilitiesmainte-
nanceexpo.com/event/spokane-facilities-main-
tenance-expo/ 

Better Buildings, Better Plants 
Summit
April 11-13, 2023
Washington, DC
MORE INFO: https://betterbuildingssolution-
center.energy.gov/summit 

Chelan, WA

http://www.theBOC.info
https://www.theboc.info/continuing-education/tradeshows/
https://facilityfusion.ifma.org/
https://www.osfma.org/event-5118303
https://wsshe.org/spring-symposium/
https://neea.org/get-involved/efficiency-exchange-conference
https://neea.org/get-involved/efficiency-exchange-conference
https://www.fenw.facilitiesexpo.com/2023
https://oshe.us/
https://www.green-technology.org/sff/
https://www.bomaconvention.org/BOMA2023/Public/Enter.aspx
https://www.aceee.org/2023-industry-summer-study
https://sbxconference.org/
https://oshe.us/
https://wsshe.org/
https://informaconnect.com/greenbuild/
https://www.fecv.facilitiesexpo.com/2023
https://www.electricleague.net/pfec.php
http://www.nfmt.com
https://nesea.org/conference/buildingenergy-boston
https://aeewest.org/
https://www.fesc.facilitiesexpo.com/2023
https://www.facilitiesmaintenanceexpo.com/event/spokane-facilities-maintenance-expo/
https://www.facilitiesmaintenanceexpo.com/event/spokane-facilities-maintenance-expo/
https://www.facilitiesmaintenanceexpo.com/event/spokane-facilities-maintenance-expo/
https://betterbuildingssolutioncenter.energy.gov/summit
https://betterbuildingssolutioncenter.energy.gov/summit
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206-292-4125
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BOC BLOG: 
NEWS & TRENDS FOR THE  
BOC PROGRAM & FACILITY  
MANAGEMENT INDUSTRY

Partners in the BOC program include: Bevill State Community College Division of Workforce Solutions, Clean Energy Center, Greenville 
Technical College, Gwinnett Technical College, Midwest Energy Efficiency Alliance, Clean Energy Center at Penn College, Northwest 
Water & Energy  
Education Institute, Northwest Energy Efficiency Council, Santa Fe Community College, South Carolina Community College System BOC  
Consortium, South-Central Partnership for Energy Efficiency as a Resource, S&W Enterprises, LLC, University of Hawai‘i – Maui College,  
and University of Hawai‘i – Manoa.

THANK YOU TO THESE SPONSORS OF THE BUILDING OPERATOR CERTIFICATION ACROSS THE COUNTRY:
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CONTACT US

FOUNDING SPONSOR AB Tech  •  Alliant Energy Corporation  •  Ameren Illinois  •  American Electric Power – Ohio  •  Avista Utilities  •  Bay State Gas 
Berkshire Gas  •  Cape Light Compact  •  Cedar Falls Utilities  •  Clark County PUD  •  Columbia Water & Light  •  ComEd  
Consumers Energy  •  Cowlitz County PUD  •  DTE Energy  •  Efficiency Maine  •  Efficiency Vermont  •  Energy Trust of Oregon 
Eversource Connecticut  •  Focus on Energy, in partnership with participating Wisconsin utilities  •  Heartland Community College 
Idaho Power  •  Illinois Department of Commerce & Economic Opportunity (DCEO)  •  Iowa Energy Center  •  Kansas City Power & Light 
Company  •  Kansas Electric Cooperatives  •  Kansas Energy Division of the Kansas Corporation Commission  •  Kansas Municipal Utilities 
Laclede Gas Company  •  Land of Lincoln Workforce Alliance  •  Michigan Economic Development Corporation-Michigan Energy Office 
MidAmerican Energy Company  •  Midwest Energy  •  Minnesota Department of Commerce  •  Minnesota Energy Resources 
Minnesota Power  •  Missouri Department of Natural Resources  •  National Grid  •  Nicor Gas  •  Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance 
NorthWestern Energy  •  North Carolina State Energy Office  •  North Shore Gas  •  Ohio Department of Development, Office of  
Energy Efficiency  •  Ohio Public Facilities Maintenance Association  •  Pacific Gas & Electric Company  •  Pacific Power  •  Peoples Gas 
Puget Sound Energy  •  Rocky Mountain Power  •  San Diego Gas & Electric  •  Seattle City Light  •  Snohomish County PUD 
Southern California Edison  •  Southern California Gas  •  Southern Minnesota Municipal Power Agency  •  Tacoma Power  •  U.S. Dept  
of Energy, Federal Energy Management Program  •  United Illuminating  •  Unitil  •  Washington State Dept of Enterprise Services 
Westar Energy  •  Wilbur Wright College

Graphic Design: ThomHarrisDesign.com 

BOC CONTACT & SPONSORS

CHANGE FOR THE
BETTER WITH
ENERGY STAR
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BOC, PROUD MEMBER OF

http://www.theBOC.info
mailto:BOCinfo@theBOC.info
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https://www.boma.org/
https://neea.org/
http://www.thomharrisdesign.com/
https://www.bscc.edu/programs/workforce-solutions
http://www.energystar.gov/
http://www.usgbc.org
http://www.appa.org/
https://www.ashe.org/
https://nspma.org/
http://maui.hawaii.edu/
https://eepartnership.org/
http://www.neec.net/
http://www.gwinnetttech.edu/
https://www.sfcc.edu/
https://www.gvltec.edu/
http://www.mwalliance.org/
https://www.nweei.org/
https://www.ifma.org/
https://www.facebook.com/thebocprogram
https://www.linkedin.com/company/boc--building-operator-certification-/

